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Abstract

High‐performance nondoped organic light‐emitting diodes (OLEDs) are

promising technologies for future commercial applications. Herein, we

synthesized two new thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF)

emitters that enable us, for the first time, to combine three effective

approaches for enhancing the efficiency of nondoped OLEDs. First, the two

emitters are designed to have high steric hindrances such that their emitting

cores will be suitably isolated from those of their neighbors to minimize

concentration quenching. On the other hand, each of the two emitters has two

stable conformations in solid films. In their neat films, molecules with the

minority conformation behave effectively as dopants in the matrix composing

of the majority conformation. One hundred percent exciton harvesting is thus

theoretically feasible in this unique architecture of “self‐doped” neat films.

Furthermore, both emitters have relatively high aspect ratios in terms of their

molecular shapes. This leads to films with preferred molecular orientations

enabling high populations of horizontal dipoles beneficial for optical out‐
coupling. With these three factors, OLEDs with nondoped emitting layers of

the respective emitters both achieve nearly 100% exciton utilization and

deliver over 30% external quantum efficiencies and ultralow efficiency roll‐off
at high brightness, which have not been observed in reported nondoped

OLEDs.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Organic light‐emitting diodes (OLEDs) have garnered
considerable attention because of their applications in
full‐color displays and lighting. During electroexcitation,
singlet and triplet excitons are generated with a ratio of
1:3.1 For high‐efficiency fluorescent emitters, full utiliza-
tion of singlets can be easily achieved because their
direct radiation decays are spin‐allowed fluorescence
process (~ns). While energy pathways of triplet excitons
are much more complicated and are considered key
issues for the development of OLED emitters. In 2012,
Adachi et al.2 pioneered the thermally activated delayed
fluorescence (TADF) mechanism in OLEDs, proposing a
guideline to effectively utilize triplet excitons with pure
organic materials. With a small enough energy offset
(ΔEST) between the lowest excited singlet state (S1) and
lowest excited triplet state (T1), it is feasible that triplet
excitons transfer into singlets via a reverse intersystem
crossing (RISC) process, and then radiate. Thus far, a
large number of TADF emitters have been exploited,
leading to OLEDs with record‐high external quantum
efficiency (EQE).3–12 In these systems, triplet lifetime is
mainly dominated by the RISC process and generally
within a range from microsecond to millisecond, much
longer than that of singlets. As a consequence, triplet‐
related annihilations, such as triplet–triplet annihila-
tion and singlet–triplet annihilation, are the key factors
to determine the electroluminescent (EL) performance of
TADF.13 They are not only the foremost reason for
concentration quenching but also cause severe efficiency
roll‐off at high brightness.

Triplet‐related annihilations stem from inter-
molecular electron exchange interactions and are thus
sensitive to exciton distance.14 Therefore, the current
practice of doping TADF emitters in host matrixes is
necessary, as it can significantly increase the interexciton
distance and suppress the annihilations. Nevertheless,
the doping process generally requires precise control to
guarantee a stable product quality, which is unfavorable
for mass production. By contrast, nondoped OLED
architecture is much more attractive for a simplified
device manufacturing process, structure, and thus lower
production cost. However, without host matrixes to
dilute the excitons, there are, so far, very few TADF
materials exhibiting decent performance in nondoped
OLEDs, and their performances are still much inferior to

those of doped OLEDs.15–29 The current record of
nondoped OLEDs is a green TADF emitter (2Cz‐DPS)
with a peak EQE of 28.7% at a brightness of ~10 cd/m2.
However, its EQE decreases to 2.8% at a brightness of
1000 cd/m2, which thus does not meet the requirements
of typical commercial applications.16

To enhance the performance of nondoped TADF
OLEDs, design strategies need to be updated. Molecules
with high photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY)
and efficient RISC process are of course primary factors
to be considered. Besides, avoiding triplet‐related short‐
range interactions is also a crucial issue. Generally, this
requires a molecular optimization influencing specifi-
cally the molecular packing density. Introducing physical
or virtual spacers (i.e., moieties that cannot participate in
triplet distributions14 or loose packing modulated by
suitable hydrogen bonds,25 etc.) to isolate and protect the
electronically active cores from Dexter‐type interactions
have been explored. While most recently, our group
proposed another brand new concept of enabling pure
TADF materials to show a “self‐doping” configuration
with features similar to the conventional host–guest
architecture.26 This is achieved by exploiting the fact that
many TADF emitters have two stable/metastable confor-
mations (QA: quasi‐axial conformation; QE: quasi‐
equatorial conformation). We have found that the form
with minority population can actually behave like a
dopant in a matrix of the other form with majority
population. That is a neat film of a TADF emitter, which
can show features of a doped film as if the minority form
is doped in the majority form. By carefully designing
energy levels of the two forms, such that energy from the
QA “matrix” can be funneled to the QE “dopant” with
good TADF characteristics. One hundred percent exciton
harvesting is thus theoretically feasible in such a “self‐
doping” neat film. Another universal approach for
improving the performance of both nondoped and doped
OLEDs is to enhance optical out‐coupling via increasing
the population of emitters with a horizontal dipole.30–33

In this study, we design two new TADF emitters (Trz‐
Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC), which allow us to combine all
the three approaches mentioned above for the first time.
The two molecules are designed to have (1) electronically
protected/isolated active cores for minimizing concentra-
tion quenching, (2) dual conformations suitable for “self‐
doping,” and (3) linear molecular shapes beneficial for
higher horizontal dipole. Both emitters exhibit excellent
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exciton utilization with nearly 100% PLQYs and short
exciton lifetimes of around 1.2 μs in their “self‐doping”
neat films, corresponding to RISC rate constants (kRISC)
higher than 106 s−1. Moreover, owing to their linear
molecular structures, neat films of both emitters exhibit
extremely highly ordered horizontal orientations with
order parameters S of −0.483 and −0.499, favorable for
optical out‐coupling. With these combined effects, the
nondoped OLEDs achieve impressive performances with
record‐high peak EQEs and current efficiencies (CEs) of
30.8% and 110.5 cd/A for Trz‐Py‐NCS, and 30.3% and
99.7 cd/A for Trz‐Py‐SAC, respectively. More impor-
tantly, EQEs of the two devices maintain at 29.1% and
28.1%，respectively，at a brightness of 1000 cd/m2. Even
at a rather high brightness of 10,000 cd/m2, the EQEs of
the two devices are still higher than 20%. To the best of
our knowledge, these high EQEs at different brightness
levels have not been reported in any conventional
nondoped OLEDs, proving the success of our systematic
molecular design strategy.

2 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1 | Molecular design and synthesis

First, we construct the molecular frameworks by using
triazine and acridine, respectively, as the electron‐
withdrawing (A) and the electron‐donating (D) cores.
Protecting spacers are then introduced on the cores to
suitably isolate them from cores in the neighboring
molecules in nondoped film. For the triazine core, two
phenyl spacers are used to get the D moiety (hereafter
referred to as Trz). For the acridine core, either a
thioxanthene or a fluorenyl spacer is used to get A
moieties referred to as NCS and SAC, respectively. The D
and the A cores are connected by a pyridine bridge,
thus the steric hindrance between the bridge and D is
evidently reduced. Instead, a more stable QA conforma-
tion is expected, endowing the emitters with dual
conformations and thus can realize “self‐doping” char-
acteristics in their neat conditions. Based on the above,
we developed two target compounds Trz‐Py‐NCS and
Trz‐Py‐SAC. Meanwhile, we also prepared two reference
compounds Trz‐Ph‐NCS and Trz‐Ph‐SAC (see their
chemical structures in Supporting Information:
Figure S1), by replacing the pyridine bridge with a
phenyl bridge for comparison to illustrate the importance
of introducing “self‐doping” feature. The synthetic routes
of the four compounds are depicted in Supporting
Information: Scheme S1. All four compounds were fully
characterized with 1H and 13C nuclear magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy and mass spectrometry.

2.2 | Theoretical calculations

We first perform potential energy surface scans of all the
studied compounds in ground states via the density
functional theory calculations by using the B3LYP/6‐31g
(d) basis set to investigate their conformational distribu-
tions. Since both the NCS and the SAC moieties are
pseudoplanar segments, all the four compounds are
theoretically predicted to have dual stable conformations.
Like previously reported D–A‐type molecules, all their
QA forms with mild twists exhibit larger energy gaps
with more highest occupied molecular orbital‐lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO‐LUMO) overlaps
and thus large ΔEST values34,35, while the highly twisted
QE forms have smaller energy gaps, less HOMO‐LUMO
overlaps, and thus TADF characteristics. On the other
hand, the potential energies and stabilities of the two
forms are highly sensitive to the bridges. As shown in the
Supporting Information: Figure S1, for the reference
compounds Trz‐Ph‐NCS and Trz‐Ph‐SAC with phenyl
rings as the bridges, the QE forms with the lowest excited
states are both absolutely dominant with relative
distributions of over 99%. The very low populations of
QA molecules are expected to have little influence on the
macroscopic properties of these two reference emitters.
While for Trz‐Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC, using pyridines
as the bridges instead, the steric hindrances between the
bridges and D moieties are evidently reduced, which
induces a strong tendency of forming an intramolecular
hydrogen bond between them. Therefore, the QA forms
with high‐lying excited states are estimated to be more
stable than the corresponding QE forms (Figure 1). Based
on the Boltzmann distribution, percentages of the QE
forms are, respectively, calculated to be 39.65% for Trz‐
Py‐NCS and 4.82% for Trz‐Py‐SAC. The different
populations should be ascribed to the different rigidities
of the pseudoplanar segments. It can be expected that in
their neat amorphous films, the QE molecules will be
diluted by a larger amount of QA molecules. Thus, the
average effective distances between QE molecules should
be more like that in a typical host–guest system rather
than in a conventional nondoped system.

We then estimate the electronic distributions and
energy levels of the excited states. As shown in the
Supporting Information: Figures S2–S4, in all the
considered conformations of the four synthesized com-
pounds, the natural transition orbitals of the charge‐
transfer excited states always almost delocalize on the
specific parts of the molecules (colored in red in the
molecular structures in Figure 1 and Supporting Infor-
mation: Figure S1), which basically overlap with the
triplet distribution. These segments can be taken as
the electronically active cores of the emitters. While the
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remaining segments with little triplet distributions are all
peripheral, it can help in isolating the active core from
interaction with neighboring active cores. These isolation
effects are beneficial for suppressing the triplet‐related
short‐range quenching, particularly when excitons are
generated/passed on the few possibly aggregated QE
molecules.

2.3 | Photophysics at room temperature

Photophysical properties of the studied compounds are
then investigated. Figure 2 and Supporting Information:
Figure S5, respectively, illustrate the absorption spectra
of Trz‐Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC diluted in dilute toluene
(10−5 mol/L) at room temperature and those of the
reference compounds (Trz‐Ph‐NCS and Trz‐Ph‐SAC)
under the same condition. Due to their similar constitut-
ing components, the locally excited (LE) absorption
regions are alike, while the charge‐transfer (CT) bands
show obviously different shapes. For Trz‐Py‐NCS and
Trz‐Py‐SAC, their CT absorptions can be distinguished to
be from two origins, while the reference compounds only

show weak and board bands around 395 nm from single
origins. These results are well consistent with their
different conformational distributions as determined by
our theoretical calculations. In Supporting Information:
Figure S6, CT absorption features in energy units
(corresponding to ~350–450 nm) of Trz‐Py‐NCS and
Trz‐Py‐SAC are further deconvoluted into two Gaussian
peaks. The best‐fitted peak positions for both emitters are
almost the same (i.e., corresponding to wavelengths of
~372 and 416 nm). The peaks at 372 and 416 nm are
ascribed to absorption of the QA and the QE conforma-
tions, respectively. The deconvolution results with molar
attenuation coefficients suggest that while there is a
significant amount of both QA and QE components in
Trz‐Py‐NCS, the QE population in Trz‐Py‐SAC is much
lower than that of the QA population.

For the PL spectra measured from their diluted
toluene solution at room temperature, these emitters
all show similar single broad emission peaks at
~473–507 nm. Further transient PL decay measurements
(shown in Supporting Information: Figure S7) on these
emission maxima show that they all exhibit similar
two‐component decays under nitrogen atmosphere

FIGURE 1 Potential energy surface scan curves, HOMO, LUMO, and triplet distributions of (A) Trz‐Py‐NCS and (B) Trz‐Py‐SAC.
HOMO, highest occupied molecular orbital; LUMO, lowest unoccupied molecular orbital.

4 of 11 | FAN ET AL.
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respectively in the ranges of nanosecond and micro-
second. However, after oxygen bubbling, the micro
second‐scale signals are significantly quenched, indicat-
ing their TADF features. Moreover, these emissions all
show typical redshifts with increasing environmental
polarities due to the solvatochromic effect (Supporting
Information: Figure S8). These results are in good
agreement with the expected properties of their QE
conformations, while the signals of QA conformations
can barely be detected because of the molecular
relaxation (Supporting Information: Figure S9) and
exciton energy transfer process.36

2.4 | Photophysics at 77 K

We further measured fluorescence and phosphorescence
spectra of Trz‐Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC diluted in toluene
at 77 K to fix molecular conformations and block the
energy transfer between different conformations such
that we have a chance to obtain the energy level
information of high‐lying forms.37,38 As shown in
Figure 2, both fluorescence spectra were observed with
peaks around 400 nm, significantly blue‐shifted compared
to those at room temperature, which should be ascribed to
their QA forms. By using the corresponding onsets, the S1
and T1 levels of QA forms were calculated to be 3.52 and

2.80 eV for Trz‐Py‐NCS and 3.23 and 2.74 eV for Trz‐Py‐
SAC, thereby ΔEST values were determined to be 720 and
490meV, too large to activate efficient RISC processes. To
determine the S1 and T1 energy levels of the QE forms, we
also measured the fluorescence and phosphorescence
spectra of all the four compounds from their neat films at
77 K in which the energy transfer from QA to QE forms
should be sufficient (Figure 2). As summarized in
Supporting Information: Table S1, energy levels of all the
QE forms are lower than the corresponding results of the
QA forms, ensuring that the QA molecules can act as host
matrixes for the QE ones. Furthermore, ΔEST values of the
QE forms of the four compounds are estimated to be
58–87meV. Such low ΔEST values would give rise to their
efficient TADF features.

2.5 | Characterizations based on single
crystals

To build convinced connections between their macro-
scopic properties and microscopic geometries, we tried to
obtain different single crystals of Trz‐Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐
SAC by using the liquid‐phase diffusion method under
various conditions. For Trz‐Py‐SAC, we succeeded in
getting two kinds of single crystals, which were further
analyzed to contain two different conformations.

FIGURE 2 Ultraviolet–visible absorption (dashed line) and fluorescence spectra (solid line) in dilute toluene at room temperature;
fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra in dilute toluene (top) and nondoped films (bottom) at 77 K of (A)Trz‐Py‐NCS and (B) Trz‐
Py‐SAC.

FAN ET AL. | 5 of 11
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Figure 3 shows the two different geometries obtained from
X‐ray powder diffraction analyses of the two Trz‐Py‐SAC
single crystals. The dihedral angles are, respectively, 21.79°
and 78.53°, which can be identified as QA and QE forms in
theoretical simulations. While for Trz‐Py‐NCS, we can only
obtain one kind of single crystal, which is corresponding to
the QE form. The slight geometry differences between the
estimation and that in the crystal are reasonable for their
different environments.

Supporting Information: Figures S10–S12 show the
packing patterns of Trz‐Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC
obtained from their single crystals. In all these packings,
obvious steric hindrances provided by NCS and SAC
moieties obviously suppress close π–π stacking of D
moieties and thus help to isolate excitons from each
other. While on the A‐side, the peripheral phenyl
groups attached to the triazine cores with very good
planarity. Thus, they can only well protect environmental
interactions from the in‐plane direction, while from the
out‐of‐plane direction, obvious triazine stacking can be
noticed, which may also lead to a risk of triplet‐related
quenching process. Thus, doping the molecules in a host
matrix should still be needed for better exciton utilization.

We further compared the photophysical behaviors of
Trz‐Py‐SAC and Trz‐Py‐NCS in nondoped films and

crystals to confirm the influence of different conforma-
tions. As shown in the Supporting Information:
Figure S14, for the neat films, when detecting at the
QA emission maxima, the relative intensities in the high‐
energy excited regions (i.e., corresponding to the LE
states) are weaker than those detected at the QE emission
maxima because of the absence of absorption of QE
forms. Figure 3A displays the excitation‐dependent
spectra of Trz‐Py‐SAC neat film and its two kinds of
crystals at their emission maxima. The strong CT
absorption band at 370 nm determined from the QA
crystal well remains in the nondoped film. While the
observed CT intensity reflected at 430 nm in the QE crystal
becomes very weak in the nondoped film. These results
further confirm the low population of QE molecules in Trz‐
Py‐SAC nondoped film. Interestingly, the PL spectrum of
the nondoped film is much more like that of the QE crystal
rather than the QA crystal, indicating a sufficient energy
transfer occurrence from the high population QA to the low
population QE forms in the nondoped film (Figure 3B).
Meanwhile, for Trz‐Py‐NCS, although the QA crystal
cannot be grown, the other comparisons between the
nondoped films and the obtained QE crystal are very
similar to the corresponding results of Trz‐Py‐SAC
(Supporting Information: Figure S13), indicating their

FIGURE 3 (A) Fluorescence spectra (solid line) of nondoped film (orange), QA‐form crystal (blue), QE‐form crystal (green), and the
corresponding excitation‐dependent spectra (dashed line) of Trz‐Py‐SAC. (B) Model of energy transfer between QA and QE forms.
ORTEP drawings of (C) QA‐ and (D) QE‐form crystals. ORTEP, Oak Ridge Thermal Ellipsoid Plot Program; QA, quasi‐axial conformation;
QE, quasi‐equatorial conformation.
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similar conformational distributions in nondoped condi-
tions. The high‐lying QA conformations with higher
populations would play as host matrices to dilute the QE
molecules, and avoid the concentration quenching as
second insurance on top of steric hindrance.

2.6 | PLQY and kinetic analyses

To further investigate the exciton utilization of these
compounds in different dilutions, PLQYs of the studied
compounds were evaluated by diluting them in host
matrixes with various concentrations (Trz‐Py‐NCS and
Trz‐Py‐SAC were doped in 1,3‐di(9H‐carbazol‐9‐yl)
benzene [mCP], while Trz‐Ph‐NCS and Trz‐Ph‐SAC were
doped in bis[2‐(diphenylphosphino)phenyl] ether oxide
[DPEPO]). As shown in the Supporting Information:
Figure S15, for the reference compounds Trz‐Ph‐NCS
and Trz‐Ph‐SAC, with increasing doping concentrations
from 20 to 100 wt% (i.e., nondoped), the PLQYs all
maintained higher than 75%, revealing their well‐
suppressed concentration quenching. While on the other
hand, there are still mild but clear declines, indicating
the issue of concentration quenching is still remaining.
While for Trz‐Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC, their PLQYs
show little changes with concentrations varied over the
same range. Impressively, in nondoped films, both Trz‐
Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC realize PLQYs of 100%. Appar-
ently, the fact that the emissive QE molecules are
actually diluted in the host QA molecules contributes
to the excellent exciton utilization.

We then carried out the transient decay measurement
to analyze the detailed kinetic process. As shown in
Supporting Information: Figure S16, temperature‐
dependent PL decay curves of their nondoped films
show obvious TADF features. Particularly, at 300 K the
delayed lifetimes were determined to be as short as 1.2
and 1.3 μs for Trz‐Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC, respectively.

The corresponding kinetic parameters were further
calculated and summarized in Supporting Information:
Table S2. Trz‐Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC nondoped films
are both estimated to have high kRISC values >106 s−1.
Such a rapid RISC process would be beneficial for
suppressing triplet‐related quenching at high exciton
densities and thus reduce efficiency roll‐off at high
brightness.

We also compared transient decays of these com-
pounds in various doping concentrations to further
confirm the origin of their different concentration
sensitivities. As shown in the Supporting Information:
Figure S17, with the increase in concentration, the TADF
components show similar contributions for Trz‐Py‐NCS
and Trz‐Py‐SAC, while for the two reference compounds,
we observed no obvious decrease in their delayed
components’ contributions at high concentrations
due to triplet‐related concentration quenching. These
differences further confirmed that the nonradiative
deactivation processes caused by concentration quench-
ing have been ideally addressed by combining the steric
hindrance molecular design and “self‐doping” strategy.

2.7 | Out‐coupling factors

Generally, emitters with linear molecular structures,
such as Trz‐Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC, could possibly
realize highly ordered horizontal orientations and thus
significantly enhance the optical out‐coupling in OLEDs.
Thus, we further evaluated the orientation of Trz‐Py‐
NCS‐ and Trz‐Py‐SAC‐based nondoped films via the
variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement.
As depicted in Figure 4, there are remarkable differences
between the optical constant curves of ordinary and
extraordinary, revealing the nonrandom orientations of
both compounds. Further quantitative analysis confirms
that the two emitters possess highly ordered horizontal

FIGURE 4 Optical anisotropy results of (A) Trz‐Py‐NCS and (B) Trz‐Py‐SAC in extinction coefficient k and refractive index n with the
ordinary (solid) and extraordinary optical constants (dashed) curves.

FAN ET AL. | 7 of 11
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orientations with order parameters S of −0.483 and
−0.499.39 To the best of our knowledge, these values are
among the highest of the reported TADF emitters. Such
high horizontal orientations would further benefit them
to realize superior EQEs in devices.32

2.8 | EL performance

To compare the EL performance of these emitters in
different conditions, we fabricated OLED devices with
the following architecture (see details in Supporting
Information: Figure S18): indium tin oxide/4,4′‐(cyclo
hexane‐1,1‐diyl)bis(N,N‐di‐p‐tolylaniline) (ITO/TAPC)
(40 nm)/tris(4‐(9H‐carbazol‐9‐yl)phenyl)amine (TCTA)
(10 nm)/mCP (10 nm)/emitting layer (20 nm)/3,3′‐(5′‐(3‐
(pyridin‐3‐yl)phenyl)‐[1,1′:3′,1″‐terphenyl]‐3,3″‐diyl)dipy
ridine (TmPyPB) (45 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al in which ITO
and LiF/Al are used as the anode and the cathode,
respectively. Both TAPC and TCTA served as hole‐
injection layer; mCP and TmPyPB are sequentially used
as the exciton‐blocking layer and electron‐transporting
layer; mCP is also chosen as the host material for Trz‐Py‐
NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC, while DPEPO is used as the host
for Trz‐Ph‐NCS and Trz‐Ph‐SAC due to their different T1

energy levels.

The nondoped OLEDs based on the reference
compounds Trz‐Ph‐NCS and Trz‐Ph‐SAC, respectively,
realized maximum EQEs of 19.1% and 17.4%, respec-
tively, which are quite reasonable among all TADF‐based
nondoped OLEDs, indicating the effectiveness of using
the steric hindrance groups for protecting the electro-
nically active cores. However, their efficiency roll‐offs are
less satisfactory at high brightness, indicating using only
the “isolating emitting cores” strategy is not efficacious
enough to sufficiently suppress triplet‐related quenching
in these nondoped films. On the other hand, these device
series still exhibit typical optimizing curves in which the
efficiencies increased to the maxima with doping ratios
increased to 20–30 wt% and then dropped afterward,
indicating that a host matrix is still required for further
diluting the emitter for suppressing concentration
quenching. More importantly, these performances are
much inferior to the overall behaviors of Trz‐Py‐NCS‐
and Trz‐Py‐SAC‐based devices (see Supporting Informa-
tion: Figure S19). With a doping concentration of 5 wt%,
high EQEs of ~22.9% and 24.3% were obtained,
respectively, for the Trz‐Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC devices.
By further increasing doping ratios, both device series
showed overall upward trends in their efficiencies,
agreeing well with their PLQY results (Supporting
Information: Tables S3 and S4). Their results reveal the

FIGURE 5 EL performance of nondoped OLEDs based on Trz‐Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC. (A) EL spectra at 1000 cd/m2; (B)
voltage–luminance–current density characteristics; (C) external quantum efficiency–luminance curves; (D) summary of nondoped OLEDs
with EQE exceeding 20% (color map insert is to compare the efficiency roll‐off at 1000 cd/m2). EL, electroluminescent; EQE, external
quantum efficiency; OLED, organic light‐emitting diode.
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importance of owning considerable populations of the
QE molecules in exciton utilization.40 Moreover, better
carrier balances with increasing doping concentrations
should also contribute to the increased efficiencies and
reduced roll‐offs (see Supporting Information: Figure S21
for details). Specifically, Figure 5 and Supporting Infor-
mation: Figure S20 illustrate the EL performance of the
nondoped OLEDs based on these emitters, and detailed
information is included in Table 1 and Supporting
Information: Table S5. Both nondoped devices of Trz‐
Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC exhibit lower turn‐on voltages
than their corresponding doped devices. Intriguingly, the
nondoped OLEDs based on Trz‐Py‐NCS and Trz‐Py‐SAC
achieve record‐high peak EQEs and CEs of 30.8% and
110.5 cd/m for Trz‐Py‐NCS and 30.3% and 99.7 cd/m for
Trz‐Py‐SAC. Moreover, EQEs of the two devices are both
higher than 28% and 20% even at a high brightness of
1000 and 10,000 cd/m2, respectively. To the best of our
knowledge, these high EQEs over such a wide range of
brightness levels have not been reported in any
conventional nondoped OLEDs (Supporting Information:
Table S6), indicating the effectiveness of the present
synergetic molecular design strategy.

3 | CONCLUSION

Two new TADF emitters are designed by incorporating
three design approaches for enhancing neat electrolumi-
nescence performance. The strategic designs involve (1)
employing bulky peripheral side groups to protect/isolate
excitation core from interacting with each other; (2)
using a D–A linking bridge, which enables dual
conformations leading to a low energy TADF conformer
“doped” in a high‐energy fluorescent conformer; and (3)
linear molecular shape for enhancing horizontal dipole
and optical out‐coupling. With the first two approaches,
the two new TADF emitters achieve nearly 100% exciton
harvesting even in their nondoped films. Combining with
the good optical out‐coupling, OLEDs using the two new
emitters deliver record‐high maximum EQEs of over 30%

for the first time in nondoped OLEDs. The two devices
also show minimal efficiency roll‐off at high brightness,
which is unprecedented among nondoped OLEDs.
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